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About:

Cooreman is a poultry meat slaughterhouse, 

specializing in: Farm and labelled fowl, cock, 

chicken, uncooked chicken roast, other fresh cock/

fowl/chicken in portions, fresh poultry liver, fresh 

poultry gizzards, fresh poultry hearts, fresh poultry 

necks, other fresh poultry giblets and other frozen 

chicken and cock.

Available vacancies:

 ∆ Chicken hanger

 ∆ Chicken filleter

Industry: 

 ∆ Food 

 ∆ Poultry

Coordinator:

 ∆ Lauris

Meet: Cooreman

Location: Dendermonde, Belgium

Description job
There are two work environments. The 
first one is hanging unanesthetized broil-
ers. This is an important job in the begin-
ning of the production process. Together 
with your team you keep up a high pace, 
so your colleagues later in the proces can 
do their work. That is the second environ-
ment: a production hall where chicken is 
being filleted. 

COOREMAN
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What can I expect?

At Cooreman there is a real hands-on mentality. Communication 
lindes are very short and there is a very involved culture. Lots of 
people are willing to help you, so you can learn your work activities 
very fast on-the-job. In the canteen there is a shared refrigerator 
and a microwave. 

“Cooremans is a real 
family company, you feel  

like being part of the 
family very quickly”

Location
Dendermonde, Belgium

In 30 years time Cooreman has 

developed from a small family 

business in Dendermonde 

into one of the largest 

poultry slaughterhouses in 

Belgium and the Netherlands. 

At Cooreman up to 30 million 

chickens are slaughtered, 

processed and transported 

to all corners of the 

world on an annual basis. 

The chicken slaughterhouse is 

specialized in Halal slaughter 

and the fresh market. 

The company slogan 

says: Cooreman, they 

don’t come any fresher! 

Cooreman is a real family 

business where you as a 

customer and employee 

become part of the family.

What does Cooreman stands for?
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What can we offer you?

The accommodations are mainly typical Belgian cottages, which are a great alternative to the bungalows 
offered by other agencies. All the houses we offer are fully equipped with kitchen, bathroom, rooms and 
other utility rooms. We always try to make sure that the accommodation is as close as possible to the 
company you work. We do anything for your well-being! 
We want to make sure you are feeling at home, that’s why we offer you more than just work.

The housing in the area


